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The value of the b quark mass at the M
Z





), was determined using 2.8 million hadronic Z decays





) = 2:67  0:25 (stat:) 0:34 (frag:) 0:27 (theo:) GeV=c
2
:
The analysis considers NLO corrections to the three-jet production rate includ-
ing mass eects, and the result obtained agrees with the QCD prediction of
having a running b quark mass at an energy scale equal to M
Z
. This is the rst
time that such a measurement is performed far above the bb production thresh-
old. The study also veries the avour independence of the strong coupling
constant for b and light quarks within 1% accuracy.
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11 Introduction
In the Standard Model (SM) of the strong (QCD) and electroweak (EW) interactions,
the masses of all the fermions, leptons and quarks, are fundamental free parameters.
From the perspective of the SM Lagrangian, the mass parameters are eective coupling
constants which can be included in the renormalization procedure of the theory. As is
well known, several valid renormalization schemes exist, each one postulating a dierent
renormalizedmass denition. The perturbative pole mass,M
q
, and the running mass,m
q
,
of the MS scheme are among the most attractive mass denitions due to their intrinsic
physical properties. The former denition is the renormalized pole of the fermion prop-
agator and is scheme invariant, though naturally prescribed by the on-shell scheme. For
free fermions, it corresponds to the usual kinematic mass reconstructed in experiments.
The latter denition is purely dynamical, it is associated to the renormalized fermion
mass of the MS scheme and depends on the energy scale, , of the process under study.
This last feature, which is not shared by the pole mass, has never been cross-checked by
experiment, even though its conrmation is expected by the renormalizable structure of
the SM theory and has important implications on the unication of the so called Yukawa
couplings.
Heavy fermions show the strongest absolute dependence of the running mass on the
energy scale, and hence are the best candidates to test the running mass property. At
LEP energies this statement suggests the b-quark mass as the experimental target of
such an analysis and QCD as the proper theoretical scenario. Mass determinations are,
in general, more complicated and less precise for quarks than for leptons because the use
of dynamical relations to unfold the strong bounding forces between them is mandatory,
since stable quarks exist only in bound states.
Up to now, the b quark mass has been extracted from the known spectra of the
hadronic bound states of the  resonances, for example by using QCD sum rules or lattice





the b running mass is m
b
()  4:2 GeV/c
2
at  = m
b


























0.003) and can be safely neglected for many observables, for instance for the total
hadronic cross-section. But for other specic quantities, like the dierential multi-jet











is the jet-resolution parameter (0.01).
Calculations including mass terms at Leading Order (LO) for three- and four-jet event




[4,5]. A suppression of 5% [2{4] is predicted for the three-jet cross-section for
b-quark events with respect to that for light-quark (`  u; d; s) events. The exact amount




, and the jet reconstruction algorithm
chosen. However these calculations could not be used to evaluate m
b
itself, because they
contain only LO terms with no need for any particular renormalization processing. As no
renormalization information was required, no physical argument could be developed to
identify the mass parameter appearing in these expressions consistently as being either
the pole mass or the running mass.
Recently, Next to Leading Order (NLO) calculations of the multi-jet production rate
[6{9] have become available. They solve this mass ambiguity because they include ra-
































































are the dierential three-jet and total cross-sections, respectively,
























as the directly observed quantity and Eq. (1) as the expression for extracting m
b
. The
comparison of this result with the value of m
b
obtained from the  resonances represents
the rst experimental attempt to establish the running property of the b quark mass.
2 Detector description
The DELPHI detector, surrounding one of the interaction regions at the Large Electron
Positron facility LEP at CERN, has been used to record the samples of events considered
in this analysis. It provides both tracking and calorimetric information over almost the
full solid angle. A detailed description of the detector and its performance, including the
exact geometry as well as the trigger conditions and the event processing chain, appear
in references [11,12].
The barrel region of the detector consists of a system of cylindrical tracking detectors
and an electromagnetic calorimeter, within a superconducting solenoidal coil providing a
uniform magnetic eld of 1.23 T parallel to the beam direction (z). The central tracking
detectors, Vertex Detector (VD), Inner Detector (ID), Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
and Outer Detector (OD), provide measurements of charged particles tracks both in the
r plane, transverse to the beam, and in the z direction. The VD consists of three
concentric layers of silicon microstrip detectors. In 1994 this detector was upgraded and
two of the layers were replaced by double-sided silicon microstrip detectors. The ID is
a cylindrical jet chamber surrounded by ve layers of multi-wire proportional chambers.
The TPC is the main tracking device, which also provides information on energy loss,
dE/dx. The tracking in the barrel region is completed by the OD which is composed of
ve layers of drift cells and in the endcaps by further tracking Forward Chambers, FCA
and FCB. The DELPHI tracking system provides an average momentum resolution of
(p)=p = 3:6% for muons of 45 GeV/c.
The electro-magnetic calorimetry is accomplished by the High Density Projection
Chamber (HPC) and the Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter (FEMC) that correspond
to the barrel and forward region, respectively. Their information allows electron and
photon identication. Muons are identied by the muon detector system, consisting of
several layers of drift chambers located within and beyond the outer layers of the hadron
calorimeter (HAC), which also serves as the return yoke of the magnet.
3 Event selection
All data collected by DELPHI during 1992, 1993 and 1994 were considered in the




. In a rst
step of the selection procedure, quality cuts were imposed on all charged particles and
all neutral clusters in the calorimeters in order to ensure a reliable determination of their
3kinematic variables, momenta and energies. The charged particles entering in the anal-
ysis were all assumed to be pions. They were required to be well contained within the
detector acceptance and to originate close to the interaction point (IP). Neutral clusters
reconstructed in the HPC, FEMC and HAC were selected by imposing conditions on the
minimum reconstructed energy, with an additional requirement on the distribution of the
layers hit for HPC clusters. Identied electron positron pairs arising from photon con-
versions were considered as single neutral clusters if the sum of their momenta exceeded
600 MeV/c.
A sample of hadronic events was then selected by demanding a minimum charged
particle multiplicity and enough visible energy carried by charged particles well contained
within the detector volume, and by vetoing events having poorly measured particles. The
retained data sample contained  2:5  10
6









) and a negligible background from beam-gas scattering and 
interactions. The specic cuts used are presented in Table 1.
p  0.1 GeV/c, (p)/p 1
Charged 25

   155

Particle L 50 cm
Selection   5 cm in r plane
  10 cm in z direction
Neutral E  0:8 GeV, 40

   140

HPC









Selection E  1:5 GeV, 10















j  6, i = 1; ::; N
ch







Table 1: Particle and hadronic event selection; p is the particle momentum,  the particle
(and 
thrust
the thrust) polar angle with respect to the beam axis, L the measured track
length,  the closest distance to the IP, q
i
the particle charge, E the cluster energy, N
ch
the number of charged particles, and E
ch
the total charged particle energy in the event.
The charged and neutral particles of each selected event were then grouped into jets
by means of theDurham jet nding algorithm [13], whose denition and main properties
appear in Table 2. For each pair of particles ij, the Durham jet resolution variable y
ij
was calculated from their four-momentum vectors. The pair with the smallest y
ij
that
did not exceed the resolution parameter, y
c







. The procedure was iterated until no further pairs




. The particles or pseudo-
particles remaining were henceforth called jets, and their number determined the class of
the event (two-jet, three-jet, etc.).
The accepted events were well identied hadronic events, but their kinematics could
still be aected by particle losses and wrong energy-momentum assignment to the jets.
In order to ensure good energy balance in these events, further quality cuts were applied
using the reconstructed jet information. For each event, the largest y
c
value that would






















Table 2: Denition of the jet resolution variable y
ij
of the Durham recombination
scheme; E
vis






) denotes a 4-vector
and 
ij





classify it as a three-jet event was determined. The jet energies were then re-calculated
using the angular separations between the jets using the triangle relation [14] and the
conditions listed in Table 3 were imposed. A total of 1:910
6
hadronic events passed these











 1 per jet
Kinematic E
j















; i < j; i; j = 1; 2; 3
Table 3: Event selection based on the kinematic properties of the events when clustered
in three-jets by the Durham algorithm; E
j
is the jet energy, 
j
is the jet polar angle and

ij
the angular separation between the pair of jets ij.
The lifetime-signed impact parameters of charged particles were used to construct an
algorithm for tagging b-quark and `-quark events [15,16]. In this method the probability,
P, for the hypothesis that an event contained no decay products from long lived hadrons
was evaluated using all of the selected charged particle tracks that had positive impact
parameter. By construction, `-quark events gave an almost at P distribution while b-
quark events gave small values of P. Hence P could be used to discriminate the avour
of the event. The Log
10
(P) distribution is shown in Fig. 1 for real data and simulated
events [12]. A good agreement between real and simulated data can be observed.
Each value of P corresponds to a well determined combination of purity and e-
ciency [16] for either b or ` events. The cut on P to select b candidates was xed to
P 5  10
 3
. The purity and eciency achieved were around 85% and 55% respectively
(dierent for each year). To select light quarks, P was required to exceed 0.2, leading
to about 80% purity and  80% eciency. The numbers of b-quark and `-quark events
nally selected are itemized in Table 4, together with the avour composition of each sam-























Figure 1: Event distribution of the logarithm of the probability to contain no secondary
vertices (P). The 1994 real data (points) and simulated data (histograms) are compared.
The specic contribution of each quark avour is displayed as derived from the simulation.
The cuts used to tag the b-quark and light-quark (`  u; d; s) samples are also indicated.
4 Experimental strategy

































A sample of  4 10
6
simulated events was then used to correct this measured value for
detector acceptance eects, kinematic biases introduced in the tagging procedure, and
the hadronization process, and thus to transform this raw ratio into the quark-parton
result equivalent to the theoretical expectation of Eq. (1). The sample was generated
using the JETSET 7.3 Parton Shower (PS) Monte Carlo [17] and passed through the
full simulation and reconstruction of DELPHI [12]. The above analysis was applied to
the simulated events, and the normalized three-jet cross-sections were dened for each
set of tagged events, in the same way as for the real data. In this case, however, the
contribution of each quark avour to the measured normalized three-jet cross-section




























































6# ev. in data q-type `! q-type (%) c! q-type (%) b! q-type (%)
1,074,860 ` 80.2  1.8 15.1  0.6 4.71.1
294,509 b 5.1  0.3 10.1  2.1 84.8 2.4
Table 4: Final sizes and avour compositions of the samples tagged as light (`  u; d; s)
and b-quark events. The compositions were extracted from simulation and corresponded
to the average values obtained after gathering all years' data. The quoted errors indicate







) was the simulated normalized three-jet cross-section of each data sam-





) (i = b; c; `) corresponded to the




to the compositions listed in Table 4. The avour assignment, i, of the events entering





) was dened to be the avour of the pair of quarks coupled to the
Z which initiated the parton shower. This avoided avour misidentication ambiguities
due to the gluon splittings into quarks occurring during the parton shower evolution.
The same convention was considered in the theoretical calculation of [7], thus allowing a
consistent comparison.
Detector and acceptance eects plus kinematic biases, d(y
c
), and hadronization eects,
h(y
c
), were then computed for each term of Eq. (2) as multiplicative factors connecting
the normalized three-jet cross-sections R
i sim
3q




























) factors were calculated for each year in order to take changes in the
detector conguration into account. The h(y
c
) factors were taken from the tuned DELPHI
parameters appearing in [18].







that of the b-quark mass. Thus the normalized three jet cross-section of c quarks at











































































. The values of these parameters were then used to express R
b` par
3

























































which could then be compared with the theoretical prediction of Eq. (1).





) was about 10% (averaged
over all years) from which 1% was due to the hadronization process. All years' data sets
after correction agreed with each other within one standard deviation of the statistical
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) (black points) compared with the the-
oretical predictions. The dashed lines indicate the LO (O(
s
)) predictions from refer-
ences [2,3]. The solid lines are the NLO (O(
2
s
)) calculation of reference [7]. The dotted
lines contain the area corresponding to a scale interval of 0:5  =M
Z
 2. The range




with scale  = M
Z
is shown hatched.











) obtained using Eq. (4), together with the theoretical
expectations at LO (O(
s
)) from references [2,3] and at NLO (O(
2
s
)) from references [7,8]
for m
b





The two recent NLO calculations [7] and [8] agree well, even though they use slightly





). However, only events which have two
reconstructed b





was studied using JETSET 7.3. First it was checked that the perturbative




of reconstructing two separate b

b-jets produced by the same split gluon was
evaluated. As a function of y
c




by approximately +0.002 to +0.006, which was further reduced by the probability of
both quarks being reconstructed. This probability varied from 30% to 15%, depending
again on y
c




, which explains the nice agreement
which is observed in Fig. 2 between the two theoretical approaches. The data shown in
Fig. 2 were also corrected to account for the contribution of anomalous triangle diagrams









The study of systematic uncertainties mainly used the JETSET 7.3 event generator.
This program contains mass eects based on LO perturbative calculations [21] which
govern the emission of hard gluons; in the rest of the phase space, the soft gluon radiation
region, only kinematics are considered. The default value of m
b
employed by this program
is 5 GeV/c
2
, which represents a suciently good approximation to describe data for most
of the present LEP analyses. The R
bl
3



























Figure 3: Statistical and systematic uncertainties aecting R
bl
3
as a function of y
c
. The








) is calculated from it, but are shown for comparison purposes.
The evaluation of the hadronization correction factors to R
bl
3




ME (Matrix Element) expressions as they exist in JETSET was discarded because a) the
expressions use the massless approximation, b) in this scenario, the multi-jet production
rate after fragmentation is strongly inuenced by the jet transverse momentumparameter

q
, which is the same for all avours. On the contrary, the Parton Shower (PS) option
includes some more rened approximation to the massive approach and, in addition, 
q
is less relevant to the multi-jet production rate after fragmentation. The reliable use of
the PS model in this analysis is however restricted to the y
c
region where the two- and
three-jet event rates dominate. Therefore y
c
> 0:015 was required, which guaranteed that
the four-jet production rate was lower than 2%.
2
The possible dependence of the correction factors on the assumed value of the b mass
was also studied. With the present conguration of JETSET this was technically di-
2
The four-jet production rate varied from 5% for y
c
= 0:01 to 1.5% for y
c
= 0:02.
9cult, as the program uses the same value of m
b
to describe both hard and soft processes.
A too small value of m
b
could lead to unreliable results, e.g. to an unphysical description
of B hadron decays. The dependence was therefore tested indirectly by switching the
mass eects on and o. This altered the proportion of three-jet b events at parton level
without changing the fragmentation process. The number of three-jet b events after frag-
mentation was seen to scale with the corresponding number at parton level. Therefore,






The description of the parton shower evolution is also not unique, and various schemes




either by JETSET 7.3 PS [17] or by HERWIG 5.8 [22] were compared using samples of
generated events that contained more than 10
7
events. Both programs were seeded with
the best set of parameters tuned by DELPHI [18], which also agree well with those found
by ALEPH [23]. The corrected R
bl
3
distributions obtained using JETSET or HERWIG
diered by about 1%. The correction adopted was the average of those from the two
models and the fragmentation model uncertainty was taken to be half of their dierence.
The data shown in Fig. 2 were corrected using this method. The dependence of the
fragmentation model error on y
c
can be seen in Fig. 3.
Another source of systematic errors is induced by the lack of exact knowledge of the
fragmentation parameters of JETSET. Again, huge samples of simulated events were
generated (10
7
events per b and ` avour and per parameter) in order to study the






, a and b.
Each of these parameters was assumed to take the optimum value found in the DELPHI
tuning [18] and varied by 2 from its central value. None of the individual uncertainties
associated with the cited parameters aected the R
bl
3






values in the region y
c
> 0:01. The global error given in Fig. 3 was calculated
by adding each individual contribution in quadrature neglecting the correlation. In this
way, the error associated with the uncertainty of the tuned fragmentation parameters
was conservatively estimated to be approximately 0.003.









was found to be negligible.
The defects of the DELPHI detector simulation when trying to reproduce the real
data were also considered in the analysis and regarded as an additional source of error.
The main contribution to this uncertainty came from the limited statistics of the fully
simulated events and the uncertainty in the compositions of the b-tagged and `-tagged









= 1, and by
calculating the statistical precision of the simulated sample. The overall error is shown
in Fig. 3 and is dominated by the limited statistics available.
6 Results and discussion
The corrected values of R
b`
3
are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of y
c
. All data points at
dierent y
c
values are highly correlated. The measurement of m
b
was therefore based on





had to lie in a region where the non-perturbative eects and the contributions due
to nal states with more than three jets were small (y
c
> 0:015). From the curves shown
in Fig. 3, the value y
c
= 0:02 was chosen, though any value in the range 0:015  y
c
 0:03













(0:02) = 0:971  0:005 (stat:) 0:007 (frag:); (5)
where the statistical errors from the data and the simulation have been added and the
fragmentation error accounts for the uncertainties arising from both the fragmentation














Statistical error 0:004 0:20
Simulation error 0:003 0:15
Fragmentation Model error 0:006 0:30
Fragmentation Tuning error 0:003 0:15
Mass Ambiguity error { 0:25
-scale error (0:5  =M
Z
 2) { 0:10







) and break-down of their associated errors (statistical
and systematic) for y
c
= 0:02.












for comparison purposes. Firstly, as also happens for 
s
measurements, there is an
unphysical -scale dependence which needs to be quantied. In addition, there is a mass
ambiguity arising from the fact that there are two ways of expressing Eq. (1) in terms
of the running b mass at the M
Z
scale [7,24]. This latter uncertainty is labelled as the
mass ambiguity in Fig. 3 and it reects the ambiguity of writing Eq. (1) either directly
in terms of the running mass at the M
Z
scale or using the pole mass as an intermediate
stage, transforming it to the running mass at the pole mass scale, M
b
, and then making
the evolution to the M
Z
scale using the renormalization group equations. Both ways
are equally valid, but the contributions due to the higher order terms enter dierently
in the two procedures because truncated and resummed expressions are used dierently.
The average of the two results was taken and their dierence provides an estimate of the
unknown higher order contributions.









) = 2:67  0:25 (stat:) 0:34 (frag:) 0:27 (theo:) GeV=c
2
;




in Eq. (5) and the theoretical error includes the mass ambiguity uncertainty (0.25
GeV/c
2
) and the variation of the scale in the range 0:5  =M
Z
 2 (0.10 GeV/c
2
).
Evolving this result down to the b mass scale using 
s





) = 3:91  0:67 GeV=c
2
.
Another approach to establishing the theoretical error is reported in [7]. There, Eq. (5)
is considered only in terms of the running mass, using the argument that this is a true













) value is displayed together with the
statistical and total errors. The hatched area corresponds to the band associated to
m
b










) = 0:118  0:003 [25] and the QCD renormalization group equations.
non-perturbative physics at scales  M
b
. The only error left is then the variation of the
scale in the interval from  = 5 GeV to  = M
Z
. The theoretical error induced by this






) because the dependence







at  = (M
Z
+5)=2, which is fully compatible with the above result and constitutes
a check of consistency.
Assuming all errors to be independent, they were added in quadrature and the values














=2) =  1:49 0:52 GeV=c
2
;




=2) = 4:16  0:14 GeV/c
2
has been calculated as the non-
weighted average of all the results appearing in reference [1] at  =M

=2.




is an eect of
almost three standard deviations and represents the rst experimental evidence of the
running property of any fermionmass. The result is in good agreement with the predicted
QCD evolution, as Fig. 4 shows, and conrms that QCD radiative corrections including
mass eects describe the data correctly from the M

=2 scale to the M
Z
scale.
The result can also be interpreted as a test of the avour independence of the strong












































)) is the mass correction term of Eq. 1. At y
c





)) is  0:036  0:005, where the error takes into account the theoretical uncer-
tainties due to the  scale and to the mass ambiguity as discussed above. Combining this
value with that obtained for R
b`
3







= 1:007  0:005 (stat:)  0:007 (frag:) 0:005 (theo:); (7)
which veries the avour independence of the strong coupling constant for b and light
quarks.
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